Changing Trends in the Epidemiology of Pancreatitis in Rural Population: Study at a Tertiary Health Care Centre
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Abstract
Introduction: Worldwide, over the last decade, yearly incidence of pancreatitis and related hospitalizations have increased [1]. Acute pancreatitis is the most common cause of GI related hospitalizations in the world, with more than 274,000 hospitalizations in 2012 [1]. The yearly incidence of AP in the United States is approximately 70-80 new cases per 100,000 population [2] and has increased over the last decade. Chronic pancreatitis, although lower in incidence, significantly reduces the patients’ quality of life. According to the data presented by the Department of the Welfare in 2005 [3], the rate of patients discharged for chronic pancreatitis is 32.9/100,000 hospitalized patients. True incidence and prevalence of pancreatitis in India is unknown since it being difficult to establish an accurate diagnosis, a number of cases are misdiagnosed or are not recorded or reported. Nevertheless, in 2004, a high prevalence of chronic pancreatitis in Southern India (114-200/100,000 population) was registered in a study of chronic pancreatitis in the Asia-Pacific region [4].

Material and Method: A retrospective cross-sectional, non-interventional, analytical hospital based study on the proven cases of pancreatitis admitted and treated in Vikhe Patil Hospital, a tertiary level health care centre was conducted. A specific period of 6 months from November 2014 to April 2015 formed the sample under study. The study was started after the approval from the Institutional Ethics Committee by collecting the medical records of the said cases from the Medical Records Department. These records included the history, clinical profile, biochemical and radiological reports, treatments administered, complications and final outcome of the respective cases. The data available in these records was organised and analysed.

Results: Results were analysed based on the following parameters: 1. Demographic data, 2. Etiological factors, 3. Clinical presentation with reference to diagnosis, 4. Investigations, 5. Treatment and final outcome, 6. Complications. On analysis of the results, this study reaffirms that alcohol is the major factor associated with pancreatitis in the rural population of Maharashtra in India.

Conclusion: The incidence and epidemiology of pancreatitis in Indian settings in under-studied. This report presents the relevant observations noted at a tertiary health care centre comparing them with the available international studies. Here, a hospital based cross-sectional analytical study about the changing epidemiological and clinical pattern of pancreatitis was undertaken. This study comprised of a relatively small sample size which is a great limitation for arriving at definite conclusions; for this, further studies are required both epidemiological and clinical.
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Introduction

“Acute Pancreatitis is the most terrible of all the calamities that occur in connection with the abdominal viscera. The suddenness of its onset, the illimitable agony which accompanies it, and the mortality attendant upon it, all render it the most formidable of catastrophes!”

– Lord Moynihan (1925) [5]

Literally, the meaning of ‘Pancreatitis’ is inflammation of the pancreas. This inflammatory pancreatic disease is broadly classified based upon the duration of its symptoms and the pathological changes that accompany it into Acute Pancreatitis (AP) and Chronic Pancreatitis (CP). While reversible inflammatory changes are noted in acute pancreatitis, irreversible damage to the pancreas characterises chronic pancreatitis which may range from fibrosis to progressive destruction of both exocrine and endocrine pancreatic tissue. Pancreatitis presents itself in a wide spectrum of clinical presentation from chronic malabsorption to frank acute abdomen.

Mean age of incidence of pancreatitis varies based on the type and aetiology of pancreatitis as well as lifestyle and geographical conditions. It was noted to be within the range of 35-50 years in western countries [6] and around 45-64 years in Italy, with the majority being males [3]. In India, mean age of incidence for CP was found to be around 39.7 years[7]. An increasing trend in the incidence of acute pancreatitis and the total figure of hospitalisations for both acute and chronic pancreatitis has been shown in recent data, especially from predominantly western countries [8-12]. This trend has been observed by the practitioners as well; especially in the rural areas. Being a developing economy, this definitely puts an increased burden on our health care system robbing us of manpower and work force. Besides, the average age of incidence of pancreatitis has also been noted to decrease. Till this date, the exact cause in pathogenesis of pancreatitis is ill-understood. Various theories have been put forth regarding the diverse presentation of pancreatitis.

Numerous factors have been implicated for causation and association of pancreatitis ranging from exogenous elements including lifestyle and behaviour like alcohol [13-15], smoking, tobacco consumption [15,16], nutrition, diet [17,18], environmental toxins, geography [19] to endogenous elements like gallstones [1,12,20], genetics [21], autoimmunity [22], etc.

Further, with the changes in lifestyle, lifestyle diseases are on the rise all over the world. Moreover, with the westernisation of Indian population, the lifestyle of an average Indian has changed drastically in the last few decades. The impact of a changing lifestyle and behaviour, especially in the rural population, is contributing to the modification in the epidemiology of pancreatitis. An example of this is that the alcohol consumption, smoking, etc. in our country has increased [23].

Pancreatitis has a significant rate of mortality and morbidity because of a lack of comprehension of the natural history of occurrence and epidemiology of this disease. Additionally, studies of recent years have confirmed chronic pancreatitis to be a premalignant condition leading to pancreatic carcinoma [24, 25].

In spite of pancreatitis being a big drain on our medical and economical resources, shockingly little study has been done of this elusive disease; especially its incidence, occurrence, aetiology and outcome in India. The present data available on the topic is limited, to a great extent, to the western literature. If we have to get the better of this agonising disease, large scale studies for understanding this disease and its prevalence in the Indian scenario are the need of the hour.

This project endeavoured to probe into the obscure areas of epidemiology of pancreatitis, study its changing trends in the rural population and to venture a guess as to the cause of it.

Aims and Objectives

- To study the changing clinico-epidemiological pattern of pancreatitis in
the population of rural Maharashtra at a tertiary hospital.

- To study the causative and associative risk factors in the occurrence of pancreatitis.

**Material and Methods**

A retrospective cross-sectional, non-interventional, hospital based analytical study based on the proven cases of pancreatitis admitted and treated in a tertiary level health care centre located in rural area was conducted.

All the proven cases of pancreatitis admitted and treated in the centre during a specific period of 6 months from November 2014 to April 2015 formed the sample under study. It was a retrospective, analytical study where the patient data, excluding the personal details, was collected for purely scientific research purpose.

The study was started in the month of July 2015 after the approval from the Institutional Ethics Committee by collecting the medical records of the said cases from the Medical Records Department. These records included the history, clinical profile, biochemical and radiological reports, treatment administered, complications and final outcome of the respective cases. The data available in these records was organised and analysed within a period of two months. Each aspect of the patient’s relevant past medical history available in the records was deliberated upon for probable risk factors. In case of patients having recurrent episodes of pancreatitis, their age at the time of the first attack was taken into account for calculating the average age of incidence.

The available reports of biochemical investigations included the routine blood work up like haemoglobin level, Total Leucocyte Count (TLC), blood group, serum liver enzymes, Renal Function Tests (RFTs), serum electrolytes (sodium, potassium and calcium), serum amylase and serum lipase tests. The available radiological data comprised of the Ultrasonography (USG) and CT scan reports. Based on the CT scan reports, the CTSI was calculated according to the Balthazar scoring system [26] and compared to the final outcome of the patient. The treatment offered, whether conservative or surgical, was noted. The incidence of various complications in acute and chronic pancreatitis was evaluated. The final outcome of the patient, be it death, discharge with follow-up advice or discharge against medical advice was compared to the prognostic variables.

The data of each case was tabulated separately in an Excel master datasheet. The statistical functions like the mean and median were applied. The average ages of incidence, proportions of the various aspects were calculated. Thus, a complete study of each case of pancreatitis occurring in the period of November 2014 to April 2015 was done to ensure that no aspect of the study of epidemiology of pancreatitis was missed and the relevant findings are presented in this report.

**Results**

a) **Demographic data:**

In a period of 6 months, from November 2014 to April 2015, there were 51 admissions to the hospital with the diagnosis of pancreatitis, of whom, 32 cases were of Acute Pancreatitis (AP) and 19 cases were of Chronic Pancreatitis (CP). Figure 1 shows the distribution of AP and CP in the various age groups.

While the ages of the cases ranged from 7-70 years, the mean age of incidence of pancreatitis was 38.39 years. The average age of incidence...
was 38.34 and 38.54 years in case of AP and CP respectively.

The sex distribution of the cases was as shown in the table 1. Out of the 51 cases, 90.19% (n=46) were males and 9.80% (n=5) were females.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>CP</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 : Sex Distribution

**b) Aetiological Factors:**

Figure 2 illustrates the presence of some of the aetiological factors in the sample under study. Alcohol contributed the most to the aetiology of pancreatitis forming 33% of all the etiological factors studied here. It was closely followed by tobacco consumption which contributed 26%. Consumption of tobacco was in two forms; viz., smoking of beedis and tobacco chewing. Gallstones were responsible for 18% of all the cases of pancreatitis; 14 cases gave a positive past history of jaundice or of being diagnosed with gallstones in the past. However, only eight of these cases had icterus on clinical examination. Of these 14 cases, six were diagnosed to be suffering from AP and the remaining eight from CP. A relatively high contribution was of an iatrogenic factor, namely, Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangio-Pancreatography (ERCP). History of trauma to the abdomen was present in 3% of the cases. However, in the remaining 11% of the cases, no evident aetiological factor was found as a probable cause of pancreatitis.

**c) Clinical Presentation With Reference To Diagnosis:**

Figure 3 displays the extent of the various clinical features the cases presented with. Of the various symptoms the cases presented with, the most common symptom was pain. Abdominal pain was present in all the cases of both, acute as well as chronic pancreatitis.

Presence of fever was another common symptom. 25 cases gave a history of fever, of which, 16 were diagnosed as AP and nine as CP. However, only in 10 cases, it was supported by raised temperature in the records. While 22 of the total 51 cases (43.13%) gave a history of nausea, 25 cases gave a positive history of episodes of vomiting. Both, nausea and vomiting were more often associated with AP rather than CP. On the other hand, anorexia, a symptom presented in 20 cases, was relatively more prevalent in CP (47.36%) as compared to AP (34.37%). Icterus was present in 29.4% (n=15) cases, most of which (n=9), were diagnosed to be cases of CP and the remaining (n=6) as cases of AP. Of these 15 cases having icterus, only five cases had a past history of jaundice or gallstones.

Tenderness of abdomen was the most commonly presenting sign present in 92.15% (n=47) of the cases of which 61.7% were AP and 38.29% CP. Another common presentation was distension of abdomen, reported in 47% (n=24) cases, of which, only 13 cases had ascites.

While abdominal rigidity was present in 29.4% (n=15) cases, 31.3% (n=16) cases had guarding of abdomen. 84.61% of the cases who had both guarding and rigidity (n=13) were found to be suffering from AP. Like anorexia, a palpable mass in abdomen is another feature more specific to CP than to AP. In six cases, it was due to liver enlargement, five of which were cases of CP. There was a palpable mass in epigastrium in nine cases (which, on further investigations, mostly turned out to be a pseudocyst). 25.49% cases gave a history of altered bowel habits. Seven cases suffered from constipation and had hard stools while two had diarrhoea. The remaining four had...
greyish-black coloured stools (one AP and three CP cases). 13.72% (n=7) cases confirmed having Diabetes Mellitus (DM); three and four of AP and CP respectively. While this was the first such episode in 34 cases, 17 cases gave a history of recurrent episodes of pancreatitis; of which, nine were cases of AP and eight of CP. On examination, while 14 cases had a blood pressure above the normal 120/80mmHg, one case each of AP and CP were found to be hypotensive. 21.5% (n=11) cases had tachycardia, 10 of which were diagnosed to have AP.

While this was the first such episode in 34 cases, 17 cases gave a history of recurrent episodes of pancreatitis; of which, nine were cases of AP and eight of CP. On examination, while 14 cases had a blood pressure above the normal 120/80mmHg, one case each of AP and CP were found to be hypotensive. 21.5% (n=11) cases had tachycardia, 10 of which were diagnosed to have AP.

d) Investigations:
The results laboratory investigations of the cases are shown in figure 4. On blood examination, haemoglobin level of all the cases under study was found to be below the accepted normal range (13.3-16.2 for males and 12-15 for females) except for one case of AP, where it was normal. Raised WBC count featured in 74.50% (n=38) cases, of which, 27 cases were of AP and 11 of CP.

Reports of liver enzymes, Aspartate Aminotransferase (AST), Alanine Aminotransferase (ALT) and Alkaline Phosphatase showed derangements. AST was raised in 56.25% of AP and 63.15% of CP cases; ALT was raised in 56.25% and 57.89% of AP and CP cases respectively while alkaline phosphatase showed the maximum rise i.e., in 93.75% AP and 84.21% CP cases. While some cases (46.87% AP and 42.10% CP) showed raised creatinine, almost all the cases (90.62% AP and 100% CP) had a blood urea level above normal. Serum amylase estimation was done in all the cases while serum lipase levels were recorded in five cases only. Levels of Serum amylase was raised to more than thrice the normal levels in 81.25% of the AP and 52.63% of the CP cases. In all the cases where the serum lipase was estimated (four cases of AP and one case of CP), it was found to be raised to more than thrice the normal levels.

Serum calcium estimation revealed, hypocalcemia in six AP and two CP cases.

Blood group data of 37 cases was available and its distribution was as shown in figure 5. The most common was blood group B+ve (51.35%), followed by O+ve (21.62%). Other blood groups found were AB+ve (13.51%), A+ve (10.81%) and B-ve (2.7%).

Electrolyte imbalance was also a common finding with 32 cases having hyponatremia (17 AP and 15 CP) and two cases showing hypernatremia; both being AP. Reports of seven AP and eight CP cases showed hypokalemia while hyperkalemia was present in six AP and three CP cases.
The most common findings in USG reports, as shown in table 2, were heterogeneous pancreatic appearance, hypoechoic areas in pancreatic mass, cystic or atrophic changes, bulky pancreas, calcifications in pancreatic mass, pancreatic duct calculi or dilated pancreatic duct or some abnormal mass in the pancreatic parenchyma. Based on CT scan findings, CTSI (CT Severity Index) score was calculated based on the changes in pancreatic mass and Pancreatic Necrosis (according to the Balthazar Grading System). Accordingly, it was observed that, higher the CTSI score more was the mortality. Figure 6 illustrates the CTSI score observed in the cases which is compared to the observed mortality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USG Changes</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>CP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneous</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypoechoic</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cystic</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulky</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcifications</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilated pancreatic duct</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pancreatic duct calculi</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallstones</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atrophic changes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2**

Based on CT scan findings, CTSI (CT Severity Index) score was calculated based on the changes in pancreatic mass and Pancreatic Necrosis (according to the Balthazar Grading System). Accordingly, it was observed that, higher the CTSI score more was the mortality. Figure 6 illustrates the CTSI score observed in the cases which is compared to the observed mortality.

![CTSI Score Compared With Mortality](image)

f) Complications:
Table 4 illustrates the various complications that were noted in the cases. 15 AP and 12 CP cases had complications. While pseudocyst was the most common complication in case of AP, it was also seen in a few cases of CP. The reports noted that, on further investigations, four cases of CP were found to have pancreatic carcinoma making it a common complication of CP. Other complications that were observed were Diabetic Ketoacidosis (DKA), metabolic encephalopathy and metabolic encephalopathy with Acute Renal Failure (ARF) associated with AP and pancreatic duct (PD) calculi in case of CP.

![Table 4](image)

![f) Complications](image)

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>No. of Cases</th>
<th>Discharged</th>
<th>DAMA</th>
<th>Transferred out</th>
<th>Death</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>AP</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CP</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical</td>
<td>AP</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CP</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3**

e) Treatment and Final Outcome:
The treatment administered in the cases according to their diagnosis and requirement and the final outcome of the admissions is concisely presented in table 3. 50.98% cases were managed conservatively, of which, 20 cases were of AP and the remaining six cases of CP. Of these 26 cases who were treated conservatively, 13 cases were discharged with advice of follow-up. 11 cases were discharged against medical advice, one was referred to another hospital and one case of AP died during treatment. The remaining cases were managed surgically, including endoscopic procedures. These included 12 AP and 13 CP cases. Of these, 20 cases were discharged with follow-up advice, two cases of AP and CP each deceased and one case of CP was discharged against medical advice before being declared fit by the doctors.
Discussion

a) Demographic data: The average age of incidence of pancreatitis in the western countries was noted to be within the range of 35-50 years. In this study, the average age of the cases was found to be 38.39 years. The median age was 34 and 34.5 years in case of AP and CP respectively. In a similar study of acute pancreatitis from South Africa, another developing tropical country like ours, the median age of the patients was 37 years [27]. In India, a previous nationwide study of CP conducted in 2008 reported the mean age of incidence to be around 39.7 years [7]. In this study, the mean age of incidence of CP was found to be 38.54 years. This clearly proves that along with the rise in the incidence of pancreatitis all over the world, the average age of incidence of pancreatitis is decreasing.

Males constituted about 90.19% of the sample while females made up 9.8%. This may be attributed to the pattern of prevalence of the two chief aetiological factors, namely, alcohol [23] and tobacco consumption which is more in males as compared to females. Besides, in the rural Indian population, males tend to be more cared for; medical intervention is sought early for the males denying the female population the basic medical help. Such factors may be responsible for the skewed sex ratio found in this study.

The sample under study comprised of typical rural population who were either illiterate, or had hardly completed their basic primary/secondary schooling. The cases belonged to lower or lower-middle class of the recently modified BG Prasad classification [28].

b) Aetiological factors: Typical rural diet in Maharashtra was found to be relatively rich in carbohydrates but deficient in fat and protein content. This finding was found to be in contrast to that of Sarles et al. [17] who documented the correlation of a diet containing a high fat and protein content and pancreatitis. However, the finding of this study is in accordance with a study of tropical pancreatitis from India, in which, the cases had a similar carbohydrate rich and protein, fat deficient diet [19].

Various addictions like alcohol consumption, tobacco chewing, beedi and cigarette smoking were present in the cases under study. In this study, alcohol consumption, present in 49.01% (n=25) cases, was found to be the leading cause of pancreatitis.

These alcohol consumers, all males, were found to be consuming alcohol for a number of years ranging from five years to 30 years. 92% (n=23) of these alcohol consumers were diagnosed to be suffering from AP and the remaining 8% (n=2) from CP. The age from which the alcohol consumption started was from as low as 15 years. Studies have reported that there is rise in per capita consumption of alcohol in India[29] with a higher prevalence in the lesser educated and poor [23,30].

As seen in figure 7, the maximum number of alcohol consumers were present in the age group 31-40 years closely followed by the age group 21-30 years. As we proceed up the age group, the number of alcohol consumers decreased. From figure 8, which explains the relation of total years of alcohol consumption to the diagnosis, it is evident that alcohol consumption led more towards AP rather than CP.

Tobacco consumption, making the second largest contribution to the aetiology of pancreatitis, was present in two chief forms; viz., tobacco chewing and smoking (beedis or cigarettes). Some cases were associated with combined consumption of tobacco and alcohol. While only four cases were found to be smokers, three of whom were diagnosed with AP, 16 cases were tobacco chewers, of which, 12 were cases of AP with duration of consumption ranging from three years to 25 years. The remaining four cases of tobacco chewers were cases of CP who had been consuming tobacco from 10 to 40 years. Of these, three cases, who had been consuming tobacco from 20 to 40 years, had the complication of pancreatic carcinoma, none of which, incidentally, had ever consumed alcohol. Studies have shown...
that though combined alcohol and tobacco consumption greatly increases the risk of pancreatitis, tobacco consumption is an independent and significant risk factor for CP \[16,58\]. The available western literature concerning tobacco consumption is with regards to cigarette smoking only. Effects of beedi smoking and tobacco chewing, common habits in India, need to be further studied.

The contribution of gallstones to the aetiological factors of pancreatitis, though quite big, is lesser than that of alcohol and tobacco abuse. The present literature states that gallstones are the most common cause of AP and more so in females consistent with the demographic distribution of gallstones \[1,12,20\]. Accordingly, all the female cases in this study were found to be suffering from gallstone linked pancreatitis. However, in this study, it was found that the contribution of gallstones was third, next to alcohol and tobacco and they led more to CP rather than AP. These results are in confirmation with those of D Premkumar who found that alcohol contributed more to the aetiology of pancreatitis than gallstones in Indian population \[51\].

Contribution of the medical procedure, ERCP, commonly employed for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes in the common bile duct and the pancreatic duct pathologies was relatively huge. However, most of these cases also had gallstone pathology. So it cannot be definitely said whether ERCP was a direct cause or a contributory factor in the pathogenesis of pancreatitis. Pancreatitis has, however been an established complication of this procedure \[32,33\].

A history of previous abdominal trauma or intra-abdominal procedures which may cause direct or indirect injury to pancreas was present in a few cases. However, in 11% of the cases, the pancreatitis was idiopathic. No probable cause for pancreatitis could be found in these cases. The age range of these cases was from 17 to 65 years but clustering more in the young or middle age group. The occurrence of CP was more in these cases. Such pancreatitis of unknown origin have been noted in some other studies as well \[7,34,35\]. These cases may have been victims of Tropical Pancreatitis \[19\]. However, no definite criteria is available to label a particular case as Tropical Pancreatitis.

c) Clinical features: Severe abdominal pain was found to be characteristic of pancreatitis; be it acute or chronic. A number of hospitalisations in chronic pancreatitis are owed to pain \[36\]. In this study, pain was found to be the most common symptom which was present in all the cases of both, acute as well as chronic pancreatitis. Though the degree of pain varied from a mild dragging discomfort to severe acute pain in upper abdomen, no definite pattern was detected. Hardly any cases described all the factors of the classical pain pattern (sudden onset, severe, agonising, - upper abdominal pain radiating to back) of acute pancreatitis. Table 5 shows the common locations of pain. Maximum number of patients (n=27) gave the history of pain in abdomen (17 AP and 10 CP) while seven cases said the pain was in abdomen and it was radiating to back (5 AP and 2 CP). The pain was localised to epigastrium in six
patients (4 AP and 2 CP), four cases gave history of epigastric pain radiating to back (2 AP and 2 CP) while two cases said the epigastric pain was radiating to the umbilical region (both AP). One patient each came with pain localised around umbilicus (CP) and right flank pain radiating to back (AP). Three cases reported pain localised to left hypochondrium (1 AP and 2 CP).

Regarding the type of pain, data of only 21 cases is available. Of these, six cases gave a history of an agonising pain in the abdomen; all of which were diagnosed as cases of AP while another case of AP, though giving a history of agonising pain, said it was of pricking type. AP also presented itself as dull aching and non-specifically intermittent pain in two cases each while as a burning, intermittently throbbing, pricking and colicky pain in a case each. Of the six CP cases, two said the pain was a non-specific intermittent type, another two stated that the pain was of dull aching type and one case each said the pain was pricking and intermittent colicky type. Overall, AP, owing to the acute inflammatory process, had an obvious acute presentation associated more with severe pain while CP, following a chronic inflammatory course, presented with mild to moderate, continuous pain.

Data of aggravating and relieving factors of only five and three cases respectively is available. Four cases stated that pain got aggravated after food, lying down or work in a case each and just lying down in one case. Three cases said either bending down, sitting or rest relieved the pain.

Therefore, no typical pattern of pain can be definitely associated and looked for in the diagnosis of pancreatitis; acute or chronic. Similarly, no factors can confidently be said to aggravate or relieve the pancreatic pain. A study in USA found that the current treatment modalities for pancreatic pain do not address the ‘underlying mechanisms of sensitization and amplification of the peripheral and central pain signals’, thus explaining the high level of failure of medical and surgical treatment of pain due to pancreatitis [37].

Regarding the symptoms, along with pain, history of fever, nausea, vomiting, reduced appetite, anorexia and altered bowel habits were commonly narrated by the patients. However, on records, relatively few patients were found to be febrile. This may be due to the liberal use and over the counter availability of antipyretics in every other pharmaceutical. The nausea and vomiting was present relatively more in AP as compared to CP.

This can be attributed to the raised intra-abdominal pressure, inflammatory reactions and its by-products, high degree of fluid and electrolyte imbalance and severe acute pain in AP and chronic dyspepsia owing to pancreatic insufficiency and failure in case of CP. Reduction in appetite and anorexia were also commonly seen which may be the gradual result of abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting and chronic indigestion. Though literature shows that steatorrhea is pathognomonic of pancreatitis [38], it was barely found to be prevalent in the cases of this study. This may partly be attributed to the fat deficient diet and lack of stool examination in the cases under this study. Rather, 13.72% of the cases had constipation. In fact, 74.5% of the cases gave a history of normal bowel habits, almost equally in AP as well as CP. This shows that a change in bowel habits is unlikely to be a feature of pancreatitis, be it acute or chronic.

However, further stool examinations need to be conducted before declaring the absence of steatorrhea.

As far as icterus is concerned, from the results, it can be safely concluded that icterus is more likely to be associated with chronic pancreatitis or acute on chronic pancreatitis.
On per abdomen examination, abdominal tenderness, distension, guarding, rigidity and a palpable mass were seen in both types of pancreatitis. Tenderness, in spite of it being a feature of acute inflammatory process, was equally seen in CP as well pointing towards the recurrent acute attacks overlapping the CP. Distension of abdomen, seen in both AP as well as CP, may be a result of various processes like diffuse peritonitis or ascites. Thus, abdominal distension, causing pain in itself, creates further difficulty in reaching to a conclusion of cause of pain in pancreatitis. The protective mechanisms of the abdominal wall seen in events of inflammatory insults, guarding and rigidity were more specific to acute attacks. This may be because of peritonitis and paralytic ileus generally accompanying AP. A palpable mass proved to be either due to liver enlargement or pancreatic complications like oedematous, bulky pancreas, pseudocyst or pancreatic carcinoma.

13.72% cases confirmed having diabetes mellitus, relatively more in CP than in AP. This can be explained on the basis that chronic pancreatitis results in loss of both exocrine and endocrine pancreatic tissue whereas, in case of AP, there is acute dysfunction due to inflammation. It is a matter of controversy whether DM is a cause or effect of pancreatitis. DM was more often seen in alcoholics than non-alcoholics. This is in confirmation with the findings of V Balakrishnan et al. [7].

d) Laboratory investigations: Almost all the cases were found to be anaemic. This can be due to the poor nutrient value of the diet consumed by the rural population. Leucocytosis, being an integral feature of inflammation was seen in most of the cases. Acute inflammatory processes are characterised by neutrophilic leucocytosis while lymphocytosis is a feature of chronic inflammation. Comparatively, leucocytosis was more often seen in AP than in CP. Blood group data of 37 cases was available. In this data, the most common blood group observed was B+ve (51.35%), followed by O+ve (21.62%). Other blood groups found were AB+ve (13.51%), A+ve (10.81%) and B-ve (2.7%). A study found that the incidence of pancreatitis was more in non-O blood groups [20]. The blood group factor needs to be further explored with larger sample sizes. Biochemical abnormalities encountered in the cases were raised serum amylase and lipase levels, deranged liver enzymes, RFTs, serum electrolytes and serum calcium levels. Serum amylase has been found to be more sensitive in the diagnosis of pancreatitis [39]. Among the liver enzymes, alkaline phosphatase was raised in 93.75% of the AP cases while only in 84.21% of the CP cases. However, when it comes to the hepatic intra-cellular enzymes, Aspartate Transaminase (AST) and Alanine Transaminase (ALT), they were raised more often in case of CP (63.15%) than in AP (56.25%). This may be the result of chronic inflammatory changes in the pancreatic parenchyma of CP which include fibrosis, calcifications, pancreatic duct calculi, etc. which lead to gradual stasis of secretions in the common bile duct causing retrograde injury and damage of the liver parenchyma and subsequent raise in the liver enzymes. However, the incidence of such changes in the pancreatic parenchyma is lesser in AP. In the RFTs, the rise in blood urea was found to be more than the rise in serum creatinine in both, AP and CP. This is the result of the fluid and electrolyte imbalance that occurs in pancreatitis and the associated catabolic state that is a feature of any inflammatory process resulting in a rise in the breakdown products of proteins thus raising the BUN (Blood Urea Nitrogen) levels. On the other hand, serum creatinine, which is an indicator of renal function is affected in severe cases which are associated with multi-organ failure. Pancreatitis precipitates calcium assaponified lesions in the abdomen causing hypocalcemia. In this study, it was found that hypocalcemia was associated with a poor
prognosis. In 62.5% of the cases who showed hypocalcemia, outcome was fatal. Though serum sodium and potassium levels were deranged in most of the cases of both AP and CP, the result regarding their definite rise or fall was found to be ambiguous.

Abdominal ultrasonography is the foremost investigation done in any case of abdominal pathology. The available USG reports of the cases mostly showed heterogeneous, bulky pancreas with cystic or calcific changes in cases of AP. Current gallstones were also visualised in some cases of AP. On the other hand, the changes in the pancreas of CP, along with heterogeneity, hypoechoic, cystic and calcified areas, were dilated pancreatic duct, pancreatic duct calculi, atrophic changes and masses. However, USG has its limitations when it comes to the diagnosis of pancreatitis. Obesity, overlying small and large bowel gas interferes with proper pancreatic imaging making the interpretation of pancreas itself unsatisfactory.

The CTSI score calculated from the available CT scan reports was compared to the treatment modalities employed as per requirement; it was found that conservative treatment was sufficient in most of the cases with CTSI scores under four. However, the higher the CTSI score, more surgical interventions were found to be necessary. Also, it was noted that more the CTSI score, more were the complications and mortality rates. Thus, it confirms that CTSI scores based on CT scans are precise prognostic indicators in cases of pancreatitis. CT scan has become a great tool for the diagnosis of not only pancreatic but numerous other pathologies of the body as well. In view of this, a CT scanner, if made available at the first referral unit of health care centres, early and accurate diagnosis of various ailments will be greatly facilitated.

e) Treatment and outcome: 64.70% of the cases were successively discharged with follow-up advice. But 23.52% (n=12) cases were discharged against medical advice encumbering the proper analysis of final outcome of the cases. These cases who sought DAMA were mostly middle-aged. This could be because of the fact that they, being working class population who managed on daily wage basis could not afford to miss a day’s wages more than what was absolutely necessary. 9.80% of the cases culminated in death in spite of rigorous treatment. The mortality among the surgically managed cases of pancreatitis was four-fold as compared to those treated conservatively. However, surgical interventions were resorted to in the cases in which it was unequivocally essential.

f) Complications: complications were noted more in cases of CP than in AP. Pseudocyst was noted as most common complication in study, also it was observed that alcoholic group in study was more likely affected. Other complications such as renal failure, neoplasms were also noted. The presence of these complications, and the resultant morbidities, are great contributing factors to the decreased quality of life in patients suffering from pancreatitis.

Conclusion
Pancreatitis is a disease of middle age, prevalent more in males than in females. Its average age of incidence in the rural population has been found to be decreasing. Further large scale incidence studies are necessary to confirm if this pattern is seen all over India. This study reaffirms that alcohol is the major factor associated with pancreatitis in the rural population in western India. The aetiological factors responsible for pancreatitis in decreasing order of frequency were alcohol abuse, tobacco consumption, gall stones followed by the iatrogenic cause, ERCP & idiopathic pancreatitis. However, further exploration of the role of the various aetiological factors like diet, tobacco consumption in Indian set-up with large sample size is necessary.

At the basic health care centres in India, diagnosis of pancreatitis can be reached by a high degree of
suspicion while approaching any patient presenting with pain in abdomen. The pain may range from severe, agonising to dull, aching pain anywhere in the upper abdomen and may or may not radiate to the back. Other findings that may aid in its diagnosis are a history of high carbohydrate, low fat and low protein diet, alcohol or tobacco abuse, gallstones, ERCP and trauma. Fever, nausea, vomiting, tenderness and distension of abdomen are generally present pointing more towards AP than CP. A palpable mass in abdomen should be investigated further with a suspicion of CP. The presence of anorexia, steatorrhea is generally not definite in Indian patients. A preference to serum lipase over serum amylase is more specific leaving no space for doubt in diagnosing pancreatitis. Accompanying leucocytosis, raised liver enzymes, blood urea, and decreased serum calcium levels strongly point towards pancreatitis. The diagnosis can further be confirmed by CT scan which also helps in evaluating the severity and prognosis of the cases. These findings form sufficient diagnostic criteria for the suspicion and diagnosis of pancreatitis in Indian scenario.

Mild cases of pancreatitis can be managed conservatively, but with increasing severity based on CTSI Score surgical interventions are necessitated. In line with this, conservatively managed cases had better outcome than the surgical modality of treatment.

Though most of the findings reported in this present study are in conformity with the studies of past, for certain variables, a variance of association of epidemiological and clinical factors in pathogenesis, occurrence, clinical profile and outcome of pancreatitis was noted. This study comprised of a relatively small sample size which is a great limitation for arriving at definite conclusions; for this, further studies are required both epidemiological and clinical.

Through large scale prospective studies, ensuring comprehensive data collection, the observations of the epidemiology, symptoms and signs with the supportive investigations aiding the diagnosis of pancreatitis presented in this study may be confirmed and evolved into a clinico-pathological score for diagnosis and management of pancreatitis in Indian scenario.
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